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Another word for efficiency room

(Definition of efficiency room from Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &amp; Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) Bachelor apartment redirects here. For the 1931 film, see Bachelor Apartment. There's a room redirecting here. For an anime series, see One Room (anime). The main room of a studio apartment in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.
The sofa bed is on the right and a small alcove on the left. Not shown is the small kitchen and bathroom. A studio apartment, also known as a studio apartment (UK), a detached apartment (Nigeria), efficiency apartment, bed-sitting (Kenya) or bachelor apartment, is a small apartment (rarely an apartment) where the normal functions of a number of rooms –
often the living room, bedroom, and kitchen – are combined into a single room. Design Studio apartment is an apartment with a single room. They are also known as one-bedroom or studio apartments. A studio apartment usually consists of a large room that serves as the combined living, dining room, and bedroom. A variety, sometimes called an alcove
studio, can have a very small separate area; this wing or nook is outside the main area, and can be used to eat or sleep. The apartment's kitchen facilities can be located either in the central room or in a small separate area. The bathroom is usually in its own smaller room, while the toilet can be separated. Studio apartment sizes vary considerably by
country. A studio apartment is different from a bedsitter in the UK or single room occupancy (SRO) unit in the US, in that an SRO doesn't usually include a kitchen or bathroom. The bathroom facilities are shared with several units in the hall. Global variations Argentina In Argentina is called a studio apartment for monoambiente (in Spanish, Mono is one and
ambiente is room). Common area of a studio in Bangladesh (2016) Brazil In Brazil is called a studio apartment quitinete (from kitchenette). It basically consists of a room, a bathroom, and a kitchen, which is often in the same space as the room. More recently, newly built quitinetes are beginning to be called studios, for the modern appeal of English that a
foreign language has. Cuisinette studio in Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada (2010) Canada, a bachelor apartment, or simply bachelor, is the common term in Canadian English for any one-bedroom residence that is not a shared living. A shared room, or especially small bachelor, is sometimes called a bachelorette. Residents of the province of Quebec (mostly in
French) generally use the term studio or one and a half. Czech Republic In the Czech Republic, garsoniéra, often called garsonka, (from French garçon, which means boy, young man, bachelor) is a one room apartment with separate bathroom and WC, abbreviated 1 +0, sometimes it is 1 room with separate bathroom and WC and kitchenette, 1+KK.
Denmark In Denmark, they refer to a studio apartment as a one bedroom apartment (1 værelses lejelighed). A studio apartment is not to be confused with a study apartment in Danish, which are accommodations that you can only rent if you are a student. These are often very cheap but in a fairly good condition, close to a higher education facility and very
small. Rarely larger than 40 square meters. Blocks of studio apartments in Vantaa, Finland (2018) Germany In Germany, studio apartments are called Einzimmerwohnungen (Ein means one, Zimmer means room and Wohnung means apartment). Hong Kong In Hong Kong, studio apartment is a mini apartment around 10 square meters (110 sq ft) in addition
to the bathroom and kitchen can cost up to 20 thousand USD. [citation needed] The size of the living room can be just around a parking lot size. [1] India In India, studio apartments are generally called one-bedroom kitchens (1RK) apartment with a one-bedroom hall with a bathroom and attached kitchenette to the hall most used by one or two people or a
small family ranging from 200 to 450 square meters (19 to 42 m2). Italy In Italy, the Italians call them monolocale, which means a room. There is only one room with a kitchenette, and a separate bathroom. Jamaica In Jamaica, studio apartments are commonly referred to as quadbikes, and are a common feature of eastern Kingston. They generally consist of
a main room, in acting as living room, dining room and bedroom. The kitchen is located within the same room, with partitioning wall. The bathroom is in a smaller room, by itself. These studio apartments generally come with adequate yard space and laundry facilities (on the outdoors). They have a bed, a stove and a TV as well. Japan Japan has an even
smaller version of the one-bedroom apartment called the mansion a room. Kenya In Kenya, they are commonly known as a bed-sitter. Rent ranges from 5,000 - 10,000 Kenya shillings, equivalent to 48.61 - 97.22 U.S. dollars. They are common places for young people to live when they start working. New Zealand In New Zealand, studio apartments are
known as studio rooms, and they often have a bedroom with study area and a private bathroom. Spaces such as the kitchen, living room and dining area are common between other people living in that apartment. Nigeria In Nigeria, Studio apartments are known as rooms self-containing apartments. These apartments usually have a single room, which
serves as living room and bedroom, a kitchen, a bathroom and a toilet (which is often merged with the bathroom). [2] This form of housing is completely different from Face-to-Face housing, which are normally built against each other, and with shared toilet(s), bathroom(s) and kitchen space. [3] North Macedonia in North Macedonia, the extracted garsonjera
(Гарсоѕера) originates from the French garçonnière. Normally a one room plus separate sometimes with a very small, separate kitchen. Norway In Norway, studio apartments in 1-romsleilighet, one-room-apartment in English, because they count both the living room and the bedrooms. Hence an apartment with a bedroom called a two-bedroom apartment (2-
romsleilighet). Portugal In Portugal, studio apartments are designated T0 (T-Zero). This designation follows the Portuguese house classification system, where apartments are classified by their typology as Tx, with x representing the number of independent bedrooms. In the case of T0, 0 means that the apartment does not have any independent bedrooms.
Poland In Poland, studio apartments are called kawalerka (from the word kawaler – a bachelor). Romania In Romania, the studio apartment is known as garsonieră, a word derived from the French garçonnière. They are usually a room plus a separate bathroom, sometimes with a small, separate kitchen. Singapore In Singapore, studio apartments,
associated with Singapore's public housing, are apartments that are specially built by the Housing and Development Board to cater to the growing retirement population. [4] You must be at least 55 years old to buy these studio apartments. Since August 2015, the system has been replaced by 2-room Flexi apartments, giving seniors the flexibility to choose a
rental period that suits them best. [5] Slovakia In Slovakia, studio apartments are called Garsoniéra, often called garzónka or sometimes garzónka, a word from French garçon, meaning boy. This type of one-bedroom apartment is usually a one-bedroom apartment where the living room and kitchenette are combined into one room. Bathrooms and toilets are
usually separated. If the kitchen is separated by a wall or doors, it is called 1+1. Studio apartments in Slovakia can usually be found in Slovak residential areas (sídlisko), but they can also be in other places. South Korea In South Korea, studio apartments are called office tlar or a room. Sweden In Sweden, studio apartments are called a one, a one. Usually
between 20-40 m². Tea in the Bedsitter by Harold Gilman (1916) UK In The United Kingdom (British), a studio apartment is usually a single room with cooking facilities that have a private bathroom attached. Traditionally, if a residence has a shared bathroom, it is known as a bedsit. This distinction is found less often, as are beds themselves (especially in
large cities) because of the consequences of the Housing Act 1989 discouraging landlords from offering this once widespread type of accommodation. Usa In the United States, the average size is 500 to 600 sqm (46-56 square meters). [citation needed] In general, in the United States, the term studio apartment denotes a slightly larger apartment, typically
with a separate kitchen, dining area, bathroom, and often an alcove and/or walk-in closet(s), efficiency apartment indicates a one-bedroom apartment with a kitchenette built into one of the walls, but usually still with a private bathroom (as opposed to one shared with other tenants, which would be an SRO). One variant that is common in New York City is the
L-shaped or alcove studio, where the central room branches out into a small alcove that can be used to sleep or eat. See also Housing portal Bachelor while the L-shaped room (novel) refers to ^ 呎1標準0點中點中傢俬.? Hong Kong Economic Times (in Chinese). 22 August 2016. Retrieved December 26, 2016. ^ Real Estate Terminology Guide Lagos Nigeria
– Real Estate Conditions. Nigeria Real Estate Investing Guide. Retrieved March 16, 2015. ^ Newswatch. 14. Newswatch Communications Ltd. 1991. p. 10. ^ Studio apartment system supports seniors retirement needs, says Khaw. TODAYonline. Retrieved September 11, 2018. ^ 2-Room Flexi Flat. Housing and Development Board. Retrieved December 26,
2016. Taken from [ ih-fish-uhn-see ]/ ɪˈfɪɔn ən si /See synonyms for: efficiency / efficiency gains at Thesaurus.comstaten or the quality of being efficient, or able to achieve something with the slightest waste of time and effort; performance performance.performance of or ability to perform a job with a minimum expenditure of time and effort: The assembly line
increased the efficiency of the industry.the ratio of the work done or energy developed by a machine, engine, etc., to the energy supplied to it, usually expressed as a percentage.1585-95; &lt;Latin efficientia, corresponds to effective (see effective) + -ia-y3non·ef·fi·cien·cy nounsu·per·ef·fi·cien·cy, noun, plural su·per·ef·fi·cien·cies.effete, Effexor, efficacious,
efficacity, efficacy, efficiency, efficiency apartment, efficiency expert, efficient, cause efficient, EffieDictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2021readiness, productivity, ability, energy, talent, ability, expertise, performance, skill, skills, adaptability, facility, faculty, power, adequacy, adequacy,
excellence, competence, completeness, effect, suitabilityNote since the rise of e-commerce marketplaces has forced a major change in the design of the consumer journey, aimed at reducing friction and increasing efficiency. And increasingly clever navigation aids in the cockpit gave much greater precision and efficiency to route planning. Second, Senator
Paul said, Milton Friedman is the efficiency argument. Efficiency may seem like an unerless hardy term to use, but it matters. Her sincerity and efficiency are refreshing, especially at once grungy, now trendy Orchard Street.New York's sexiest Kosher corsets| Emily Shire| 20 August 2014| Daily of Scottish bases would have had disproportionate impact on
efficiency, he said. To increase the effectiveness of the cavalry extensive manœuvres was organized. Sir John French| Cecil ChisholmDetrimination and effectiveness are not unknown in His Majesty's Navy.The Blocking of Zeebrugge| Alfred F.B CarpenterThe condition in which a camp site is provided by an organization will clearly indicate the effectiveness
and discipline of a command.Military Instructors Manual| James P. Cole and Oliver SchoonmakerThe respite between traps is an important factor in determining the effectiveness of live capture. A thirty-six point eight efficiency loss was a comparable loss in profit. Trust Games| James McKimmeythe quality or condition of being effective; competence, the
efficiency ratio between the useful work performed by a machine, engine, unit, etc, to the energy supplied to it, often expressed as a percentageSee also thermal efficiencyCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006,
2007, 2009, 2012Production of the desired effects or results with minimum waste of time, effort or skill. A measure of efficiency; specifically, the usable output divided by the energy input of any system. American Heritage® Stedman's Medical Dictionary Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.The
ratio of the energy supplied (or work done) by a machine to the energy needed (or work required) in operation of the machine. The efficiency of each machine is always less than one due to forces such as friction that uses up energy unproductively. See also mechanical advantage. The ratio of the effective or usable output to the total input of any system.
The U.S. Heritage® Science Dictionary Copyright © 2011. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. Word daymacaronicadive | [mak-uh-ron-ik ] SE DEFINITION© 2021 Dictionary.com, LLC LLC
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